Online lending is form of alternative funding resulted from financial technology innovation. Until February 2019 there are 99 financial technology corporations that engaged in lending activity that operated officially, legally, and recognized by Otoritas Jasa Keuangan. However, many problems arise form this innovation in form of online lending. Many consumers became the victims of either illegal or even legal online lending platforms. Started from the paramount loan interest applied in the online lending agreement until the amount of loan that need to be paid did not in accordance to the initial amount of debt, become core of the problems for the online lending consumers that treated unfair and unjustly by the online lending platform organizer. Moreover, online lending contract commonly belonged to the standard clause agreement that have been pre-arranged by one of the contracting parties. This research has purpose to determine the urgency of application of the proportionality principle on online lending contract. This research using doctrinal research method followed by conceptual and statute approaches. This research expected to generates conclusion on the notions of application of proportionality principle on online lending contract that included as standard clause contract in order to distribute contracting parties' rights and obligations proportionally. Therefore, in future the online lending agreement could generate justice and proportional contract for contracting parties and the substance of the contract can reflect this proportionality principle.
Introduction
Online lending service provides convenience of obtaining fund for party in need (further mentioned as borrower). In order to obtain fund from the lender, borrower only required to fulfil fewer and easier requirements compared to obtaining loan from Bank. This convenience meant higher risk for the lender; therefore, in order to give assurance for lender, organizer of online lending established higher loan interest Wetboek (further mentioned as BW) and it will give more burden to one of the involved parties', which is borrower.
Based on those issues mentioned before, there are two legal issues that will be discussed in this paper. First, importance usage of proportionality principle in online lending contract; and second, the application of proportionality principle in online lending contract. This research is legal research as it analyses existing legal issues using legal research method. Research method used in this research is Doctrinal Research as stated by Terry Hutchinson and cited by Peter Mahmud Marzuki, as type of research that give systematic explanation towards certain regulation that regulate certain legal category, analyse relation between regulation, explain are that hindered, and perhaps, predicts future development. 4
Urgency of Proportionality Principle on Online Lending
Development of technology and information has become part of our life, evolving our way of life including but not limited to: social, communication, and economic sphere. One of the spheres that affected significantly by the development of technology and information is finance, as it commonly mentioned as Financial Technology (further abbreviated and mentioned as fintech). Fintech is a form of financial service industry based on information technology, which the information technology itself has huge role on its development and application. 5 Fintech has several purposes, one of them are increasing the accessibility of fintech, thus it capable to serves broader range of access compared to conventional financial industry.6 Fintech had produced many innovations, one of them are online lending service that currently popular in Indonesia. 7 In common terms, online lending service also known as debt-based crowdfunding or peer-to-peer lending (further abbreviated and mentioned as P2P Lending). The first term derived from the understanding that general purpose of online lending service is similar to the crowdfunding, which is to collect funds from several parties and lend it to the other party in need. 8 based crowdfunding, 10 reward-based crowdfunding, equity-based crowdfunding, and debt-based crowdfunding. For the second term, it came from the subject of the contract itself on the narrower meaning, which is commonly participated by people or peer, either as party whose receives fund or party whose gives fund. However, both of these terms aren't applicable in Indonesian law, as Indonesian government through one of its institution that is Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (further abbreviated and mentioned as OJK) redefined online lending as "Layanan Pinjam Meminjam Uang Berbasis Teknologi Informasi" (further abbreviated and mentioned as LPMUBTI).
LPMUBTI regulated on POJK 77/2016 titled "Layanan Pinjam Meminjam
Uang Berbasis Teknologi Informasi". According to POJK 77/2016 Article 1
Paragraph 3, LPMUBTI defined as financial service that provides meeting between pemberi pinjaman or borrower with penerima pinjaman or lender in order to arrange the lending contract in Rupiah, directly, using electronic system through internet.
However, word 'directly' that has been mentioned before don't mean in a literal way; instead, the meeting between borrower and lender arranged by LPMUBTI organizer (further mentioned as organizer) as the intermediary between both parties.
Organizer itself defined in POJK 77/2016 on Article 1 Paragraph 6 as Indonesian legal entity that provide, manage and operate the LPMUBTI. Organizer uses their website as the medium to provide, manage and operate the LPMUBTI also this website became place where the borrower and lender met. 11 In order to become lender and borrower of online lending contract, the parties should become the member of the aforementioned website through registration, and this process continues with: 12 First, parties need to fulfill requirements in order to able involve in online lending contract as borrower or lender; Second, for borrower, based on data given in requirement fulfilment, organizer will decide the capability of the 10 Angel Investment Network Indonesia (ANGIN), 'Social Finance Landscape in Indonesia: A New Frontier for Development in Indonesia' (Report for UNDP Indonesia, 2016) <https:// ojk.go.id/sustainable-finance/id/publikasi/riset-dan-statistik/Documents/SF Report 2 ANGIN.pdf#-search=ANGIN> accessed 28 October 2018. 11 cf Segal (n 2). 12 Investree, 'Bagaimana Cara Kerja Peer-to-Peer Lending?' (Investree) <https://www.investree.id/how-it-works> accessed 10 November 2018.
borrower to repay the loan through credit rating, the higher credit rating given by the organizer will resulted in lower amount of loan interest and vice versa; Third, after this borrower will decide amount of the loan they needed and post it in the website in order to be funded by the lender; Fourth, after loan proposal posted in the website, lender will be able to decide which loan proposal they will fund and decide the amount of fund loaned; Fifth, if the loan proposal fully funded, organizer will finalized the loan proposal, and if it finalized lender will be asked to sign power of attorney agreement with organizer. This agreement needed because in online lending contract it is possible there are more than one lender involved in the contract; thus, it is more convenience if organizer represent lender collectively;
Sixth, both parties will be asked to sign an online lending contract made by the organizer as a form of agreement for the online funding process that has been agreed before; Seventh, the funds that have been loan to the borrower will be transferred to escrow account, and this account will be used in all transaction performed in this contract, including receiving borrower's repayment of loan with loan interest and transferring the repayment with loan interest to the lenders.
The online lending contract is integral part of the online lending process; therefore, the legal implication of this contract is important to be noticed, especially for the borrower. In Indonesia many cases of online lending resulted from the incapability of the borrower to repay the debt they had, which resulted in inhuman collection of debt. 13 If inspecting to the root of these problems, it actually came from the methods of online lending contract arrangement that have been pre-arranged only by organizer on behalf of the lender without involving borrower. This kind of contract also can be called as standard form contract that defined by Black's Law Dictionary as "pre-printed contract containing set clauses, used repeatedly by a business or within a particular industry with only slight of changes to meet specific purposes ". 14 13 'BBC, 'Pinjaman Online Dan Penyebaran Data Nasabah: Aksi 'rentenir Digital' (BBC, 2019) 
Chesa Ramadhan: Proportionality Principle Online
Standard form contract could be included as adhesion contract, which defined by Black's Law Dictionary as "standard-form of contract that prepared by one party, to be signed by the party in weaker position, i.e. a consumer, who has little choice about the terms included in contract. Also termed contract of adhesion; take it-orleave it contract". 15 Not all standard form of contract classified as adhesion contract;
however, this type of standard form contract is the main discussion related to the urgency of proportionality principle in online lending.
Ahmad Fikri Assegaf stated that adhesion contract commonly has tendency to be lopsided, usually caused by party weakness in bargaining position, ignorance, Related to the imperfection of equality principle of contract, there is another known principle named proportionality principle of contract. Agus Yudha Hernoko stated that proportionality principle is more dominance on commercial contract and this principle imply on the exchange of rights and obligation that fair and just. 19 In this principle, it must be recognized that there've been always inequality of position between parties and it is unavoidable; thus, when this inequal parties involved in contract, the inequality shouldn't utilized by dominant parties to assert their will and/or interests to the other parties. 20
Based on those statements, the proportionality principle is embodiment of contractual justice that corrected the freedom of contract principle that could raised unjust situation for the parties in contract. 21 It also emphasized that freedom of contract is not the main principle on the contract arrangement, but it should emphasize the contractual justice instead. Proportionality contract become the basis exchange of parties' rights and obligations corresponding to their proportion in overall contractual relation process (pre-contractual, contractual, post-contractual)
to make sure conducive and fair correlation between parties. Based on this Agus a. Contract with proportionality principle means a contract that grants recognition towards parties of the contract equal right, opportunity and chance. It is not about the equal result for parties; however, it implies on the position of parties to obtain rights and obligation equitability; b. Based on the equal rights mentioned before, parties have freedom to construct contract and decide which contract's substances that fair and unfair to them; c. Capable to guarantee right execution and proportional rights distribution for both parties at once. In this case, the final result for both parties could be different, thus the exchange of parties' rights and obligation should be fair; and d. If there is contract dispute, burden of proof, distribution of fault, or any related matters should be measured based on proportionality principle in order to achieve elegant resolution and win-win solution.
Based on this, contract constituted chain process of contracting parties' correlation that must be constructed based on understanding of just based on recognition of contracting parties' rights. This recognition manifested on the equal distribution of opportunity on exchange of rights and obligation; however, this must be still in frame of rules that consider principle of proportional distribution. 23
Related to the online lending contract, it is allowed for the contract in form of however, this type of contract shall not categorized into adhesion contract that lopsided only to one party. Nevertheless, in the reality online lending contract tends to be lopsided and give more burden to the borrower; therefore, the proportionality principle presents to make sure that online lending contract is fair and just. Even though, the online lending contract pre-arranged only by one of the contracting parties, the substance contained within this contract should reflect and give equal distribution of opportunity on exchange of rights and obligation toward both contracting parties. It is true that inequality between contracting parties is unavoidable; however, contracting parties should realize that each of them have to obtain rights and obligation proportionally; thus, it will be resulting in online lending contract that benefitting both contracting parties. 23 ibid. [460] .
Application of Proportionality Principle in Online Lending Contract
It is true that proportionality principle should be applied on standard clause contract such as online lending contract. The question arises regarding the methods to apply the proportionality principle in online contract. Online lending contract included into the standard clause contract based on the reason that this contract has been pre-arranged by one of the contracting parties and other party only need to agreed or not to the contract. For the pre-arranged contract, only one party that involved in the arrangement of contract, meaning that other party don't have any chance in arrange the substance of contract. Proportionality principle emphasized the overall contractual relation process (pre-contractual, contractual, post-contractual) to make sure conducive and fair correlation between parties; thus, application of proportionality principle will be hindered if only one party involved in contract arrangement the process. That's why in contract arrangement (contractual) phase of the online lending contract, it requires government intervention to "replace" unoccupied position left by the lender that not included in the arrangement phase.
Problems of the online lending process came from the high loan interest applied in the contract. This higher loan interest compared to conventional bank was resulted from the online lending as unsecured loan. Conventional bank provides more requirements for the borrower in order to be able to receives loan, unlike the organizer of LPMUBTI that able to provides loan to borrower even without any collateral. 24 However, the risk of this type of loan is when the borrower incapable to repay their debt to the lender; therefore, the lender will not able to collect the debt other than directly collect to the borrower. In the other hand, borrower don't have any recourse to repay their debt if they incapable to repay it by their own.
Incapability of borrower to repay their debt also resulting in collection of debt by lender that usually utilized third parties, such as loan sharks to collect their debt.
Therefore, based on the problems presented before, there are about three matters that required government interference, those are related to: amount of loan interest on the online lending contract; and obligation for borrower to include recourse on the online lending contract.
Based on the POJK 77/2016 on LPMUBTI, there aren't any article that regulates on the minimum or maximum amount cap of loan interest apply in the online lending agreement. Lending in general allowed loan interest as stated by These distributions of risk that have been suggested before threatened to be hindered because online lending contract used standard clause contract that have been pre-arranged before. However, government capable to intervene this unproportioned distribution of risk by providing regulation that regulates loan interest limit for the online lending contract. POJK 77/2016 as sole regulation that regulates LPMUBTI proved not enough to regulate online lending, as there are still a lot more things that need to be regulated under POJK. Therefore, it is suggestion for the government of Indonesia to legislate more OJK regulation/POJK that covers more subject that still untouched by the current regulation.
Conclusion
Freedom of contract principle sometimes could generate lopsided contract that will generate lopsided burden towards contracting parties, especially online lending contract that commonly pre-arranged by one of the contracting parties without involving the other parties. Therefore, there is urgency to apply the proportionality principle in order to distribute contracting parties' exchange of right and obligation proportionally throughout overall process of contract (pre-contractual, contractual, and post-contractual). Proportionality principle will generate just and proportional contract; although there is inequal bargaining position of the contracting parties.
Application of the proportionality principle in online lending contract can be applied related to the loan interest and recourse clause, because these two clauses is the core problems of the online lending contract that generates lopsided burden towards one of the parties. However, as this contract included as standard clause contract and only arranged by one party and not involving others; therefore, this application of proportionality principle could be conducted through government regulation in form of POJK or OJK regulation that will covers more subject that used to be unregulated, especially on loan interest cap and obligation to enclose recourse.
